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MATEMATICA SI VIATA [Mathematics and Life]. By Simion Stoilow. 
Bucharest (Editura Academiei Rep. Sot. Romania), 1972. 196 p. 
Reviewed by George St. Andonie 
Bucharest, Romania 
A group of Romanian mathematicians have together published a 
number of articles written by their former teacher, treating some 
Romanian mathematicians and foreign scientists, the philosophy 
of mathematics and its history, the research directions in mathe- 
matics in his time, the social role of mathematics, and his own 
life. 
The mathematical stature of Simion Stoilow (1887-1961) was 
internationally recognized soon after his paper "Sur les trans- 
formations continues et la topologie des fonctions analytiques" 
(Annales scientifiques de 1'Ecole Normale Supkieure de Paris 
45, pp. 347-382). He was also much appreciated at the Inter- 
national Mathematics Congress of 1936 in Oslo for his paper "Sur 
la dgfinition des surfaces de Riemann" (Comptes Rendus du Congrk 
International des Mathgmaticiens 2). His success was strength- 
ened by his monograph "Le ons F sur les principes topologiques de 
la theorie des fonctions analytiques" (in the well-known "Borel" 
collection Monographie sur la th&orie de fonctions, Gauthier- 
Villars, 1938, second edition 1956). The personality of this 
great mathematician with philosophical inclinations and constant 
concern for cultural phenomena is visible in other articles of 
a heterogeneous character, some of which meant taking a real 
public stand. 
Probing deeply, for most of his mathematical career, problems 
of the theory of functions essentially linked to their analytical 
character -- considering mainly the qualitative (topological) 
aspect of this phenomenon -- Professor Stoilow introduced by 
1927 the purely topological notion of interior transformation, 
generalizing the notion of topological transformation (homeo- 
morphy) leading directly to the notion of branch covering of the 
Riemann covering type. His theory of interior transformations 
and the Riemann coverings was from the start a valuable acquisi- 
tion of the theory of analytic functions. For this reason it is 
a main discussion item in R. Nevanlinna's Uniformisierung (1957), 
Marston Morse's topological Methods of Functions of Complex 
Variables, a treatise of A.J. Markusevici, and Gordon Thomas 
Whyburn's Analytic Topology (1942). Today the basis of the 
theory of pseudo-analytic functions is the interior transforma- 
tions of Stoilow, as recognized by the Japanese mathematicians 
S. Kakutani, K. Noshiro and E. Sakai, and by the German mathe- 
matician A. Pfluger. Even if pseudo-analytic functions are 
defined by other qualities, the first fundamental theorems 
demonstrate that they are interior transformations (as also shown 
by the Soviet mathematicians Lavrentev, Vekua Volkoviskii, etc.). 
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There are many mathematicians (for example H. Behnke and R. 
Sommer in 1955) who quote Stoilow or use the notion of interior 
transformation. Kazimierz Kuratowski points to Stoilow as parent 
of the notion of interior transformation in his Topologie, 
espaces m&%risables, espaces complets (Warszawa, Wroclaw, 1948). 
But besides the fact that he characterized analytic functions 
from a topological point of view and defined classes of continu- 
ous , open transformations which he called interior transforma- 
tions, Stoilow made other important contributions. He introduced 
the notions of total and partial-regular coverings; the Riemann 
covering surfaces (which became a new research instrument in 
mathematics), the notion of ideal boundary of KerekjBrtB from a 
topological point of view, and the class of normally extensible 
Riemann covering surfaces. He demonstrated that a limited 
analytic function on a parabolic Riemann surface is prolonged 
through continuity on the KerekjartCi-Stoilow boundary, established 
important classes of covering surfaces having the Iversen property, 
and deepened the problem of non-orientable coverings. That will 
be enough about Professor Stoilow’s contribution to mathematics, 
because the volume under review contains the Expo&e sommaire 
de mon travail de recherche. 
Reading the book, one can see that Stoilow was a comprehensive 
spirit, responsive to authentic values. Writing portraits of 
mathematicians, he probes their qualities as writers, and often 
he makes us rediscover the person. Unknown facts are presented 
as well as new documentary data and arguments. He is a thinker 
ready to take a position, always pondering the value of mathe- 
matics and philosophy, the notion of truth, and the mathematical 
profession. He was also publicly active, delivering many popular 
lectures and speeches. These materials can be a guide for the 
new generation of mathematicians, a guide to the behaviour of a 
scientist and a socially responsible man. 
The articles gathered in the book are grouped in six sections: 
(a) Pages of mathematical autobiography: List of scientific 
works, fragment from 1938; excerpt from an interview granted on 
being awarded the State Prize; answer to a toast on the celebra- 
tion of his age 70; short summary of research works. 
(b) Portraits of mathematicians: David Emmanuel; Gheorghe 
Tireica; toast on the occasion of Dimitrie Pompeiu’s 70th birth- 
day; toast at the celebration of Simion Sanielevici (excerpt); 
memories about Alexandru Proca; the mathematical work of Henri 
Lebesgue; Emile Bore1 and modern mathematical analysis; speech 
at the commemoration of Ianog Bolyai; memories about Paul Painlev6 
(excerpt). 
(c) Research trends in mathematics: The peculiarities of 
uniform analytic functions and the works of Dimitrie Pompeiu; 
quasiconformal mapping and extensions of the notion of analytic 
function in the works of M.G. Lavrentev; topology in the USSR; 
the Soviet contribution to the progress of modern mathematics 
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(excerpt); speeches delivered at the IVth Mathematics Congress 
in Romania; speech at the opening of the Colloquium on partial 
differential equations. 
(d) Philosophical problems of mathematics: Axiomatic think- 
ing in modern mathematics; modern mathematics and reality; the 
part of mathematics in modern physics; the revolutionary charac- 
ter of Bolyai's and Lobachevskii's ideas; Lenin's theory of know- 
ledge and arguments against mathematical idealism; interview 
granted the review Philosophical Research; dialectical material- 
ism -- the only scientific research method in mathematics; 
conference at the Symposium on the "Leading part of the Communist 
Part in the orientation of Romanian scientific research"; inter- 
view granted on the book Along the Paths of Science. 
(e) Attitudes: "On the opening of the Free Democratic 
University" (excerpt); "The aims of civilization," lecture at 
the festival of the Patriots' Union (excerpt); lecture at the 
"Progressive Youth" organization; lecture on Lenin at the Faculty 
of Mathematics and Physics (excerpt); etc. 
(f) S. Stoilow as seen by his contemporaries: "Meeting S. 
Stoilow," by Alexandru Rosetti; "In memoriam," by Miron Nicolescu. 
This collection of articles is agreeable to read, interesting, 
useful, sometimes even captivating when evoking portraits of 
mathematicians. Simion Stoilow's fine thinking spirit and action 
are truly and completely rendered, especially by the two portraits 
by his former friends in the final section. 
MEN AND DISCOVERIES IN MATHEMATICS. By Bryan Morgan. London 
(John Murray), 1972. 235 p. Photos, figures. U.K. b2. 
Reviewed by Gregory H. Moore 
University of Toronto 
To apply the standards of scholarly research to this populari- 
zation would be misguided. What then are the functions of a 
popularized history of mathematics? Surely its primary function 
is to entice readers who would avoid a more technical history 
and to motivate them to read further in the field. Hence a well 
chosen, annotated bibliography becomes essential. For the same 
reason the author should be familiar with the general literature,-- 
especially the standard, recent reference works. Knowledge of 
the specialist literature, while desirable, is not vital. 
Although the author ought to convey the crux of the topics explored, 
some errors of detail may be forgiven if the subject is vigorously 
sketched. But he should not lose sight of the need to tell a 
good story. Hence biography is often an appropriate vehicle. 
Finally, a popularization may be boldly speculative in a way 
often censured in specialist monographs. Between mathematics and 
